
ECONOMIC INEQUALITY
UNJUST DISTRIBUTION OR FAIR REWARD? 

Frequently, newspaper headlines announce new extreme

bonuses for corporate executives; and most of us snap

in anger and, maybe also, envy: “That simply isn’t fair!”

But isn’t economic inequality simply a part of life, yes,

even a necessary driver for economic growth and

human flourishing? Yet, if so, how much inequality can

be economically justified – globally and nationally? And

is there something like economic justice, at all?

These are questions that will be discussed by the two

experienced economists, Andrew Hartropp (UK) and

Niels Kærgård (DK). They will enrich the general

discussion of this topic by considering the possible

resources found in Christianity as regards economics

and justice.

DATE AND VENUE

12 November 2019, 19.30-21.30.

Nobel Auditoriet, bldg. 1482, room 105,

Jens Chr. Skous Vej, 8000 Aarhus C.

FREE ENTRY

No registration required.

Rev. Dr Andrew Hartropp is an economist,

theologian and church minister. He has

two PhDs, one in Economics (University

of Southampton) and one in Christian

Ethics (King's College, London). He

lectured in financial economics for 5 years

at Brunel University, west London. He has

published widely on topics in Christianity

and Economics, including What is

Economic Justice? Biblical and secular

perspectives contrasted and most recently

God's Good Economy: Doing economic

justice in today's world.

Dr. Niels Kærgård is professor emeritus of

agricultural economics at the Department

of Food and Resource Economics

(University of Copenhagen). He is the

former chairman of the presidency of the

Danish Board of Economic Advisors

(”overvismand”). He has also been a board

member University of Copenhagen, the

Carlsberg Foundation and the Carlsberg

Brewery. He has published widely in both

academic and wider contexts.

ABOUT THE VERITAS FORUM

The Veritas Forum is a Christian platform for open dialogue about life’s biggest questions in an academic setting. The Veritas

Forum is ecumenical and cooperates in Denmark with Kristeligt Forbund for Studerende. For more information, see “Veritas

Forum Denmark” on Facebook or www.Veritas.org.

http://www.helsyn.dk/

